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SAN FIERRO PHOTO OPS

Next to tower on top of
Missionary Hill.

1

Domed Tower in Avispa Country
Club.

2

Airplane sign at the entrance to
Easter Bay Airport.

3

Clock face on Clock Tower next to
Garver Bridge.

4

East on Garver Bridge between
supporting structure.

5

On top of rotating X at the Xoomer
gas station in Easter Basin.

6

Between tanks at Shady
Industries in Doherty.

7

Above tennis court nets in Avispa
Country Club.

8

West of the domed building in
City Hall.

9

In the middle of the Donut at Tuff
Nut in Palisades.

10

Before the first support tower of
the Gant Bridge when leaving
San Fierro.

11

Mast on the Da Nang Boat north
of San Fierro.

12

Conning tower on submarine in
Esplanade North.

13

One of the Kincaid Bridge girders
on the San Fierro side.

14

Aircraft carrier bridge in Easter
Basin.

15

Cranberry Station above and
between the train tracks.

16

Highest point in tower of building
in Kings.

17

Above the ground and next to
building in China Town, across
from the Trolley Station.

18

Top of skyscraper in Kings,
between the two middle flag poles.

19

Sculpture inside Zombotech build-
ing Downtown.

20

In the middle of the curviest
road in Calton Heights.

21

Next to rotating burger at Burger
Shot in Juniper Hollow.

22

Lamppost in the middle of the
road at tunnel entrance in Calton
Heights.

23

Aerial on top of skyscraper in
the Financial District.

24

Baseball player statue in the
park downtown.

25

The side of this tall building in
the Financial area.

26

The sign at the entrance to Pier
69 in Esplanade North.

27

At the top of the chimney of a
building in Queens.

28

Above the entrance to the Supa
Save in Juniper Hill.

29

The middle two columns on the
front of City Hall.

30

Above the bridge leaving San
Fierro through the southwest.

31

The second northernmost, round
tower in Foster Valley.

32

High above the plants in the mid-
dle of a Foster Valley roof garden.

33

The bridge connecting Red County
and the Panopticon.

34

High above the curved lip of the
dry dock in Easter Basin.

35

At the top of the tall crane at
Doherty Construction Site.

36

Entrance to the Vank Hoff Park
Hotel in Queens.

37

Middle roof in China Town
Gateway.

38

The back of the Vank Hoff Park
Hotel in Queens.

39

The gas storage tanks on eastern
edge of Easter Bay Airport.

40

The Air Traffic Control Tower
Antenna at Easter Bay Airport.

41

The Hashbury & Garcia Joint
Festival Banner.

42

The movie theater in Queens.

43

High above one of the center
gravestones in Hashbury.

44

The Ocean Flats Church spire.

45

The Hippy Shopper store in
Hashbury.

46

The rock formation in the bay of
Esplanade East.

47

Above home plate in the park in
Garcia.

48

The Final Build Construction sign
in Garcia.

49

High up between the two tall
buildings Downtown.

50

SAN FIERRO/BADLANDS UNIQUE STUNT JUMPS

SAN FIERRO
Hit this banked mound of earth
just to the west/northwest to
land on the San Fierro Airport
runway.

35

SANTA FLORA
Jump off the backyard hillside to
clear the buildings to the south.

36

SAN FIERRO
Use the large road/hill south of
this walkway between the hous-
es. Speed off the hill behind the
houses, jumping over the border
and landing safely.

37

SAN FIERRO
Drive up Michelle’s steps heading
north and land on the building
opposite the multi-story parking
garage.

38

SAN FIERRO
Drive up the scaffolding over
Jizzy’s club and fly off the scaf-
folding next to the Gant Bridge
north into the water (there’s a
beach nearby to exit the water).

39

SAN FIERRO
Head east over these steps inbe-
tween buildings and land at least
on the rooftop beyond.

40

SAN FIERRO
Drive through the dilapidated
building and out of the Los
Cabras compound.

41 42

SAN FIERRO
Use the street to the east of
ramp between the homes (over
tunnel) and jump into the street
below. Since distance is the key,
use the NRG-500.

43

SAN FIERRO
Utilize the supermarket parking
lot ramp. Jump east across the
road and land in the crowded
alley.

44

SAN FIERRO
Jump the wooden stairs at the
top of the winding street.

45

SAN FIERRO
Jump the rusty ramp near
Transfenders and land on the
highway.

46

SAN FIERRO
Jump out of the San Fierro
Airport using this ramp and land
on the Easter Basin docks.

47

SAN FIERRO
Use this ramp to jump out of the
San Fierro Airport heading west.

48

SAN FIERRO
Use this ramp to jump east from
the stadium parking lot and land
on the freeway.

49

SAN FIERRO
Jump the freeway using the
pedestrian steps. You must clear
the freeway.

50

MOUNT CHILIAD
Jump off this wooden ramp at a
decent speed. This ramp is used
in Cobra Run in the Mount Chiliad
Challenge (race 3).

51

ANGEL PINE
Jump northwest on this ramp out
of the trailer park and land on
the orange tiled roof over the
road.

52

SAN FIERRO
Jump northeast over the large cement
ramp. Use the hilly street prior to it to
build up speed. Avoid the wall just
before it and go up the ramp as
straight as possible to land in the
street below in the distance.

WHETSTONE
Jump east off this sand dune.

53

Blueberry, run up the smashed
pallet ramp at FleischBerg, then
jump over the truck trailers. Must
land safely on the other side.

29

Blueberry, drive east up the
wooden set of stairs behind the
building with the Sprunk bill-
board. Must clear the building
that you’re jumping over.

30

Blueberry, race through the previ-
ous barn and jump north/north-
east over the barn.

31

Blueberry, race through this barn
heading north/northeast. It’s
best in a car, because the landing
usually involves a crash through
a wooden fence.

32

The Panopticon, make the short
jump over this narrow ravine.

33

Blueberry, jump northwest over
the trailers from the pallet ramp.
Clear the truck and land on other
side.

34
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